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Abstract. By using the Molecular Dynamics simulation (MD) method, this study aims to show
the influences of cooling rates on the solidifying temperature of the water inside a single-wall-
carbon-nanotube (SWCNT) under different ambient pressures. We first created different systems
with different tube diameters, then we cooled the systems from 300 K down to 200 K under different
ambient pressures to observe the behavior of water. Our results showed that the more rapid
cooling rate of the systems creates more disruptive and dramatic phase transitions that localize
in specific ranges of temperature. Moreover, we also found that the lower pressures correlate to
the more dramatic phase transitions of water molecules, regardless of the cooling rate. This study
generally provides more insight into water behavior in the SWCNT with variations in ambient
conditions.
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1. Introduction

Water - one of the most abundant substances in our world, remains mysterious beyond our
conventional knowledge. In 2017, the research team at Massachusetts Institute of Technology [1]
shocked the world by discovering an unprecedented phenomenon in which water is frozen at and
above its 100˚C boiling point. That kind of unexpected behavior of water occurs due to the water
molecules being confined in a small space. Thereby, the water molecules likely prevent the move-
ment of each other when the temperature rises. Besides, there had been many previous studies
that attempted to find out such anomalous behaviors of water. Koga and colleagues [2] were the
first team to observe such a bizarre phase transition of water inside a single-wall-carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) under high axial pressure above 50 MPa when cooling the system down below 300 K,
using the MD simulation method. Walther et al. [3] also carried out the MD simulation to study
the behavior of water transportation through SWCNT. Another research [4] investigated the con-
tinuous phase transition of ice molecules inside SWCNT where its melting curves show multiple
local minima, which has not been observed in a phase transition of sole bulk water before. In
addition, one research [5] also found that the water-water interaction is the main factor affect-
ing the potential energy during the phase transition of water inside a carbon nanotube, whereas
the carbon-water interaction affects the dependency of transition temperature on the tube diame-
ter. The existence of ice in carbon nanotube was also discovered by experiment using the X-ray
diffraction method [6, 7]. They observed that the water molecules begin to condense at around
315 K - 330 K, under saturated vapor pressure. The phase transition of water inside a carbon
nanotube also depends on the ambient pressure. Jaeil Bai et al. [8] investigated the influence of
pressure changes on the structure of solid ice at high temperatures. Another study [9] also found
that at low pressures and room temperatures, the water molecules crystallized in carbon nanotube
have a unique critical density, below which the ice structure starts to deform into the liquid state.
That means the ice nanotube formation also depends on the density of water. Even at really low
temperatures where the bulk water starts to form ice (at 0˚C), the results proposed by Kolesnikov
et al. [10] showed that the soft dynamics of water chains in the carbon nanotube causes the large
mean-square displacement of water molecules as well as the drop in their freezing temperature.
Furthermore, there exist controversial results among different experimental studies using the NMR
method to find out the dependency of ice formation inside the SWCNT on water isotopes. One
concluded that there is no difference when using different water isotopes [11], whereas another
one [12] found out that the freezing temperatures are varied by different isotopes (i.e., the phase
transition of water inside the 1.94 nm SWCNT was 220 K for H1 and 240 K for heavy water).
Moreover, as verified by some research [1, 5], the solidification of water inside the SWCNT is
strongly affected by the diameter of the tube, which is manifested in Ref. [1]. They also showed
that when changing the diameter of the carbon nanotube from 10.5 Å to 10.6 Å (∼ 1% in ratio
change), the freezing temperature of water dramatically drops from about 140˚C down to 100˚C.
So in general, water exhibits bizarre properties in the presence of carbon nanotubes under dif-
ferent conditions. However, there is one factor that is rarely taken into account: the temperature
changing rate. Previous research proposed that the different heating or cooling rates may cause
huge changes in both phase transition points and post-transition structures of materials [5,13–15].
Moreover, those changes may variate at different ambient pressures. This is our motivation to
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carry out this study, to clarify how the phase transition of water is dually affected by different
cooling rates with different ambient pressures.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Modelling

We first created the carbon nanotube structure using the Nanotube Builder Package of VMD
software [16]. We built three nanotube structures with three different diameters at the same lengths
of 50 Å as shown in Fig. 1. Each diameter corresponds to each set of chiral indices (n,m) of the
tube. For the diameter of 9.4 Å, the indices are (6,8); whereas for the diameters of 10.3 Å and
10.5 Å, the indices are (5,10) and (4,11), respectively. The reason we chose to build three tubes
with small variations in diameters (1.1 Å at max) is due to the study mentioned above [1].

Fig. 1. Initial carbon nanotube models with three different diameters at the same length.

The tube structures are then solvated with water molecules using Packmol software [17].
We put 1000 molecules of water inside the simulation box of size (20×20×80) Å as shown in Fig.
2.

Fig. 2. (Color online) The solvation complex in simulation box of size (20×20×80) Å.
The carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms are depicted in blue, red, and white, respec-
tively.
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2.2. Simulation

The obtained complex structures were then carried to LAMMPS software to conduct the
MD simulation. We chose the time step of 1 fs and the periodic boundary conditions for all
simulation procedures. The water model used in this research is the TIP3P model modified for the
CHARMM force field [18]. As for the carbon nanotube, we chose the AIREBO force field which
well describes the interaction energy between carbon atoms [19]. The non-bonded interaction
between carbon atoms and water molecules is described with CHARMM force field as well.

At the start of the simulation processes, we carried out the energy minimization for the
whole system using the Conjugate Gradient method, which modifies the box size as well as the
distance between the water molecules. That process purposely yields the stable state of the system.
After that, we equilibrated the system using canonical ensemble NVT and isothermal-isobaric
ensemble NPT with the Nose-Hoover thermostat and barostat. More specifically, the NPT process
was divided into two parts. Firstly, the NVT and NPT processes were conditioned to the room
temperature of 300 K under three different pressures of 1 bar, 0.5 bar, and 2 bar. Then, the second
NPT process was used to cool down the system to 200 K under the same pressure conditions as the
first NPT process but with three different cooling rates: 2×1011 K/s (fast), 5×1010 K/s (medium),
2×1010 K/s (slow). We summarized the conditions in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of macrostate conditions used for simulation. Each simulation system
corresponds to a set of three values in the table.

0.5 bar

Pressure 1 bar

2 bar

2×1011 K/s

Cooling rate 5×1010 K/s

2×1010 K/s

9.4 Å

Tube diameter 10.3 Å

10.5 Å

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Under normal pressure of 1 bar

At the first glance, we notice that there are different tendencies in the Mean-squared dis-
placement (MSD) graphs above with different cooling rates (Fig. 3a - 3c). When using fast cooling
rate, the formation of ice is inconsistent, until when the temperature reaches below 240 K that con-
sistent ice structures are created. The decrease in cooling rate, as shown in Fig. 3b - 3c, leads to
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the higher temperature of the critical transition point to form the consistent ice structures. At the
slow cooling rate of 2× 1010 K/s, the critical transition points of water inside the SWCNT are
above 240 K for all three diameters of tubes, and are relatively more consistent compared with the
faster cooling rates.

More detailed insight into the cooling progress is illustrated in Fig. 3 and Table 2. For
the fast cooling rate systems, the heat capacity graph (Fig. 3d) shows the first prominent peaks
around 280 K which illustrate the premature phase transition of water. Such existence of partial
phase transition of water inside the SWCNT was also observed previously at higher temperature
than 273 K [20]. The globally high peaks in the cases of 10.5 Å and 10.3 Å tubes indicate the ice
structures majorly forming at 280 K. On the other hand, in the case of the 9.4 Å tube, multiple
peaks demonstrate the continuously structural formation of the ice at temperatures above 230 K,
and the consistent ice structure is created at an extremely low temperature, as described by the
peaks below 230 K.

Table 2. Summary of the noticeable phase transition points of systems under 1 bar pressure.

Cooling rate Diameter Temperature of first Critical phase

(K/s) (Å) local peak (K) transition point (K)

9.4 290 230

2×1011 (fast) 10.3 280 240

10.5 280 240

9.4 275 250 - 260

5×1010 (med) 10.3 260 240

10.5 260 250

9.4 ∼ 300 250

2×1010 (slow) 10.3 290 245

10.5 280 240

For the medium cooling rate system, Fig. 3e shows that both 10.3 Å and 10.5 Å tubes
have a prominent phase transition at the temperature of nearly 260 K, whereas the smaller tube
of 9.4 Å shows a higher temperature zone of the premature phase transition at around 275 K.
However, there are generally more multiple peaks in the case of medium cooling rate than the fast
cooling rate. This result means that ice structures are more slowly and gradually formed when
cooling down in comparison with the fast cooling rate. The consistent ice structures are formed at
temperatures lower than 260 K.

For the system with a slow cooling rate, there are even more multiple peaks compared with
those faster cooling rates (Fig. 3f). The result means that the slower the cooling rate is, the more
gradual and consistent ice structures are formed. While the small tube of 9.4 Å shows relatively
resembled peaks, the systems of the bigger tubes show global peaks at both the high-temperature
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Fig. 3. (Color online) MSD-temperature (a-c) and heat capacity-temperature (d-f) graphs
of water molecules after simulation for three different diameters of the carbon nanotubes,
at 1 bar pressure. Graph a) and d) depict the fast cooling system, b) and e) belong to
the medium cooling system, c) and f) belong to the slow cooling system. Dotted lines in
the MSD graphs indicate the consistent ice formation point where the MSD lines become
flat. Different line colors illustrate different tube diameters (9.4 Å is black, 10.3 Å is red,
10.5 Å is blue).
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zone around 280 K and the low-temperature zone around 220 K. It is worth noticing that even the
MSD graph (Fig. 3c) shows less motion of water molecules when the temperature reaches 240 K,
the peak appearance around 220 K in Fig. 3f indicated that the solidification is still in progress.
The results mean that there can exist both solid and liquid phases in the consistent ice structure,
instead of the whole solid structure.

3.2. Under 2 bar pressure

Table 3. Summary of the noticeable phase transition points of systems under 2 bar pressure.

Cooling rate Diameter Temperature of Critical phase

(K/s) (Å) first local peak (K) transition point (K)

9.4 285 240

2×1011 (fast) 10.3 285 235

10.5 295 235

9.4 285 230

5×1010 (med) 10.3 260 235

10.5 295 240

9.4 295 240

2×1010(slow) 10.3 290 240

10.5 295 240

The systems at 2 bar show some different tendencies compared with the systems under
1 bar pressure. As shown in the MSD graphs (Figs. 4a - 4c), the ice formation behavior inside
the SWCNT is somehow disturbed with raising the pressure. The critical points where the con-
sistent ice structures are formed, are all lower than ones in the cases of 1 bar pressure, regardless
of cooling rates. While the ice is gradually and continuously formed at the slow cooling rate un-
der 1 bar pressure, that tendency happens at the medium cooling rate under 2 bar pressure. We
hypothesize that the dual effect of extremely small space - high pressure slows down the stable
solidification process of water in comparison with the systems at the lower pressures, yielding
sufficiently smaller temperatures to form consistent ice. In another word, the higher pressure is,
the lower of temperatures is for water to form consistent ice.

In addition, at 2 bar pressure (Fig. 4 and Table 3), the fast cooling rate makes a more rapid
phase change in the water phase structures than the other cooling rates do, which is denoted by the
spatial localization in the heat capacity graph (Fig. 4d). However, the peaks are majorly located at
the high temperature above 290 K, except in the case of the 9.4 Å tube where the relatively high
peaks are located in both high and low-temperature zones as similar as the system under 1 bar
pressure.

Aside from that, the phase transition tendency undergoes a prominent change in the case of
medium and slow cooling rates. In the case of the medium cooling rate, the ice formation is gradual
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Fig. 4. MSD-temperature (a-c) and heat capacity-temperature (d-f) graphs of water
molecules after simulation for three different diameters of carbon nanotubes, at 2 bar
pressure. The order of graphs is the same as in Fig. 3.

and continuous, and we even observed that the global peaks in the heat capacity graph (Fig. 4e)
are mostly distributed at temperatures lower than those in the systems under 1 bar pressure.
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In the case of the slow cooling system, the heat capacity graph (Fig. 4f) shows a localization
tendency that is different from the continuous tendency of the systems under 1 bar pressure. Those
global peaks mostly lie in the range from 230 K to 250 K for all sizes of tubes. As we mentioned
above, the lower temperatures to form the consistent ice means there is no major peak in the high-
temperature zone. Furthermore, for the system with 9.4 Å tube, we observe a special case that the
area where the major phase transition point overlaps with the sudden drop in the correspondent
MSD graph, at around 240 K. The result indicates that there exists an extreme phase transition of
water, where a liquid is immediately turned into the ice structure when raising the pressure and
slowing down the cooling rate. That tendency of ice formation at such a low temperature has been
observed previously for the system containing a carbon nanotube with the diameter of around
9.4 Å [5], and our result suggests that if the pressures are higher than the normal atmospheric
pressure, that phenomenon may be eased even more.

3.3. Under 0.5 bar pressure

Table 4. Summary of the noticeable phase transition points of systems at 0.5 bar pressure.

Cooling rate Diameter Temperature of Critical phase

(K/s) (Å) first local peak (K) transition point (K)

9.4 285 230

2×1011 (fast) 10.3 285 240

10.5 290 245

9.4 240 235

5×1010 (med) 10.3 295 240

10.5 295 245

9.4 ∼ 300 250

2×1010 (slow) 10.3 285 235

10.5 290 245

When the pressure dropped to 0.5 bar, the phase transition manifests a unique and more
transparent tendency with the higher pressure, regardless of the cooling rates. This indicates the
fact that lower pressure may lead to more intensive and sudden phase transition of water inside
the SWCNT. The MSD graphs (Fig. 5a - 5c) show higher temperature critical points where the
consistent ice may form, compared with the higher pressures regardless of the cooling rates. Es-
pecially, while the systems containing the larger tube of 10.3 Å and 10.5 Å have the MSD lines
plateauing after the critical phase transition points, the systems of 9.4 Å tube show a sudden drop
after the critical point when cooling at rates faster than 5×1010 K/s (as shown with a dotted line in
Fig. 5a - 5b). The tendency is as similar to the 9.4 Å tube system under 2 bar and slow cooling rate
conditions. The result implies that the small SWCNTs may facilitate an extreme phase transition
of the water inside with sufficiently low pressure and fast cooling rate conditions.
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Fig. 5. MSD-temperature (a-c) and heat capacity-temperature (d-f) graphs of water
molecules after simulation for three different diameters of carbon nanotubes, at 0.5 bar
pressure. The order of graphs is the same as in Fig. 3.

More specifically, all heat capacity graphs show fewer peaks than the ones at the higher
pressures (Fig. 5). That implies the fact that under the low pressures, disruptive phase transitions
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of water inside the SWCNT are likely to happen instead of gradual phase transitions as in the
systems under higher pressures.

As shown in the heat capacity data and Table 4, for the fast cooling rate, the systems of the
bigger tubes (10.3 Å and 10.5 Å) show the major phase transition of the ice at high temperatures,
ranging from 280 K to 290 K (Fig. 5d). However, in the case of the 9.4 Å tube, the system
shows the major phase transition at the lower temperature around 230K, which corresponds to the
extreme phase transition point in the MSD graph (Fig. 5a). In the case of the medium cooling
system (Fig. 5e), the systems of 10.3 Å and 10.5 Å tubes show the major phase transitions at the
high temperatures ranging from 260 K to 290 K. For the small tube of 9.4 Å, the peaks distribute
at lower temperatures ranging from 220 K to 240 K, and they correspond to the extreme phase
transition in the MSD graph as well. The results again show the same tendency as the previous
study [5].

For the slow cooling systems, when compared with the fast and medium cooling rate sys-
tems under 0.5 bar pressure, the phase transition tendency is shifted to the gradual phase transition
for all tube sizes with more appearance of multiple peaks (Fig. 5f). However, the consistent ice
forming temperatures are all in higher temperature zones in comparison with the respective sys-
tems under the higher pressures. The result confirms that high pressures may drop the critical
phase transition points of water inside the SWCNT. In detail, the biggest tube of 10.5 Å shows
the major phase transition in the high temperature- zone between 280 K and 290 K. Meanwhile,
the smallest tube system of 9.4 Å has the phase transition temperatures at around 255 K. For the
10.3 Å tube system, the solidification occurs at the lower temperatures (below 250 K) compared
with the other tube sizes.

4. Conclusion

In general, we found two tendencies of the water solidification inside the SWCNT under
different conditions:

1. The water phase transition depends prominently on the cooling rates. More specifically,
when slowing down the cooling rate, the ice structure inside the SWCNT undergoes a more gradual
phase transition (multiple peaks in the heat capacity graph). It means that at the fast cooling rate,
the solidification phenomenon of water is more dramatic and inhomogeneous.

2. Changing the ambient pressure can make the phase transitions of water inside the
SWCNT more dramatic when the cooling rate is sufficiently rapid. The high pressures prefer
the gradual freezing processes, while the low pressures prefer the disruptive freezing processes.

However, there are some special cases of those systems above that are unsystematic when
changing the conditions. The reason may come from the limited access to the proper force field as
mentioned in Ref [1]. Thus, further research about the force fields of the water inside the SWCNT
will be considered deeply in future work to get more consistent results.
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